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OBJECTIVES

 The current gold standard for treatment of intra-articular distal humerus
fractures is dual-plate, dual column fixation, with optimal dual-plate orientation
currently debated (Figure 1).

 While dual-plate dual-column constructs provide more structural rigidity than
single-plate fixation, the lack of an established optimal orientation along with the
shortcomings of dual-plate fixation suggest there is room for improvement.

 We have designed a novel load-sharing fixation (LSF) construct that may help
utilize loading and weight-bearing on the bone to promote fracture healing without
compromising the structural integrity and rigidity of the construct (Figures 1 and
2).

 We sought to compare the biomechanical properties of LSF to standard parallel
dual-plate/dual-column constructs in a cadaver distal humerus fracture (DHF)
model.
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Figure 1. Dual plate versus hybrid plate-nail constructs.

Figure 2. Load-sharing nails.

 Ten matched-pairs of fresh-frozen cadaver full upper extremities with no prior
elbow pathology/surgery were used.
 60% of specimens were male;
 Mean age was 65.9 years;
 Mean BMI was 27.2 kg/m2.

 Pairs were randomized into groups:
 Load-bearing (Dual-Plate)
 Novel load-sharing (Nail/Plate: medial supracondylar intramedullary nail cross-

locked with posterolateral extramedullary plate).

 AO/ASIF type 13-C2.3 fractures were created, with a transverse fracture line
across the olecranon fossa, trochlear groove articular osteotomy, and 5 mm
transverse osteotomy gap to simulate metaphyseal comminution.

 Biomechanical testing included stiffness (Young’s Modulus, MPa) in axial (100
cycles at 3 Hz at 20-100N) and coronal planes (varus/valgus; 4,000 cycles from
50N-100N at 3 Hz) , as well as load to failure (catastrophic fixation failure,
ligamentous elbow disruption, or specimen fracture).

 Failed specimens were excluded from analysis, mechanisms were identified, and
all outcomes were compared between groups.

 During stiffness testing, there were zero and 2 (20%) failures for Nail/Plate and
Dual-Plate specimens, respectively.

 The mechanisms of failure were (1) fracture diastasis and (2) failure with bone
collapse and intussusception into bone.

 For remaining samples, varus/valgus stiffness testing revealed comparable
Nail/Plate stiffness throughout 4,000 cycles when compared to Dual-Plate
construct (41.5 vs. 39.0 MPa, p=0.44).

 Axial stiffness testing revealed the Dual-Plate construct to sustain higher
stiffness throughout the testing cycle from 20N-100N (116.3-128.7 vs. 81.1-101.6
MPa, p<0.05).

 Load to failure testing demonstrated comparable failure loads between
Nail/Plate and Dual-Plate constructs (1,450 vs. 1,250 N, p=0.32).

 Despite both constructs enduring comparable load to failure and non-inferior
varus/valgus stiffness, the novel nail-plate construct showed lower axial
stiffness.

 Theoretically, the cross-locked design bridges the mechanical properties of
nail and plate to design a load-sharing device.

 In axial stiffness testing, plates are directly resisting and bearing full load,
whereas the IM nail is likely not engaged until their cross-locked plate fails.

 The comparable biomechanical performance with no failures in the Nail/Plate
group during stiffness may indicate that load-sharing design warrants further
evaluation as an alternative to the gold-standard dual-plate fixation method
for intra-articular distal humerus fractures.
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